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5. The satellite telecommunications sector

Satellite communications and broadcasting represent the
most important space-related commercial market. Reve-
nues of satellite operators are mainly generated by sales of
capacity (i.e. leasing of satellite’s transponders: data links
and bandwidth) and added value services. The bulk of the
satellite communications business comes from television.
By early 2010, there were 1.4 billion households with a
television around the world, providing roughly five billion
people access to TV programmes at home (ITU, 2010). In the
OECD, 95% on average of all households have at least one
television (OECD, 2009). The number of households around
the world with direct-to-home (DTH) satellite dishes rose
from 82 million in 2000 to 177 million in 2008 (ITU, 2010). As
shown in Figure 5.1 the number of direct broadcast satellite
(DBS) subscribers outnumbers the numbers of terrestrial
and cable broadcast viewers in 11 countries (particularly
Austria, New Zealand, Germany and Ireland). DBS has
already penetrated the mobile market particularly in Japan
and Korea, as users can subscribe to satellite services and
watch TV programmes using a mobile handset. Overall, the
revenues generated by satellite telecommunications trans-
missions are estimated at more than USD 70 billion in 2010
(World Teleport Association, 2010). The delivery of multi-
channel television via satellite has spread rapidly over
the last decade, with 113 satellite operators worldwide,
beaming over 15 000 channels to more than 130 million
subscribers in over 85 countries (Northern Sky Research,
2010). As a result of mergers in the early 2000s, four
operators (Intelsat, SES, Telesat and Eutelsat) account for
about 75% of the global fixed-satellite services business
worldwide with revenues estimated from USD 10 to almost
15 billion, depending on the source (Figure 5.2). In 2010,
records were broken in revenue generation, despite the
economic crisis, as the end-customers were relatively unaf-
fected (i.e. the general public still watched television, the
military still needed to communicate, ships at sea were still
required to send data via satellites). In addition to satellite
operators, the revenues of operators of very small aperture
terminals (VSAT) networks grew 30% between 2006
and 2008, to about USD 3.7 billion (Comsys, 2010). One key
driver comes from government-funded projects to guaran-
tee universal access to the telecommunications grid for
rural communities in South America, Africa and Asia.
Showing resilience during the economic crisis, demand for
satellite communications should continue growing over

the next couple of years in both OECD and non-OECD
countries boosted by increased numbers of users in mobile
telephony, broadband, and high-definition and 3D TV
programming.
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Notes

5.1: Japanese terrestrial subscribers are not included because DBS statis-
tics were higher than total households with television sets. This is
due to the inclusion of mobile television subscriber data.

5.2: Not adjusted for inflation.

Methodological notes

The satellite telecommunications’ value chain is
complex. This is also reflected in the data presented
in this section, with estimates coming from both
public and private sources (e.g. market surveys).

http://www.oecd.org/sti/ito
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5.1 Breakdown of television access by distribution type: Terrestrial, cable, direct broadcast satellite
2006 or latest year, percentage of households with a television

Source: OECD (2009).

5.2 Estimates of satellite communications and broadcasting revenues (2004-09)

Source: Satellite Industry Association (2010).
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